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Many companies already doing it, why let your clients feel that the company is lagging behind !
During presentation, the presenter do not have direct control of Lighting, Projector Screen
etc. and always need someone to on/off Lighting and bring up and down the Projector Screen
when he/she need to use the white board and projector screen interchangeablely.
He may very often has to fumble around a few remote control to control the right AV system
(TV, VCR, Video Projector etc.) after realizing that he/she has picked the wrong remote to
control the AV equipment. It may be embarrassing when such suddenly interruption happen
during presentation especially before the customers or audience.
All these cause unnecessary interruption during the presentation while the company always
want to look good or keep up-to-date before important customers.
When things may go wrong, it will ! Why allow Murphy Law at work when such awkward
situation can be avoided during important presentation.

This is all that you
need, a Credit Card
Size
Programmable
LCD Remote Control
and a few Intelligent
Modular IR Receivers

to control all Lighting,
Projector Screen, Video
or Overhead Projector,
Curtain, TV, VCR and
some air-conditioner too
etc.

You and your company will surely look good, at least for the FIRST impression you
projected as they see the way you control all those equipment at your finger tips.
No complicated equipment to install or thousands of dollars to spend but just a simple low
cost All-in-one Remote Control & Automation Module to control Lighting, Overhead Projector,
Projector Screen, Curtain, TV and VCR with Only One Credit Card Size Programmable LCD
Remote Controller and with only one button to activate all the above as an option.

